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Abstract— This article presents a comparison of measurement
methods for current and voltage distortions in low-voltage net-
works in the frequency range from 2 to 150 kHz (suprahar-
monics). The comparison encompasses the methods informatively
described in IEC and CISPR international standards, as well as
other innovative techniques presented in the literature. This work
is carried out within a novel framework that includes advanced
and complex synthetic test signals, as well as real grid recordings
that allow an accurate comparison of the performance of the
tested methods. Specifically designed indices are employed to
characterize the accuracy of the tested methods in the frequency
and amplitude assessments. In light of that, the strengths and
weaknesses of the methods are identified. The results of this
article contribute to the ongoing standardization work carried out
by the IEC SC77A/WG9 with the purpose of defining a normative
measurement method suitable for assessing grid disturbance
levels in the range from 2 to 150 kHz.

Index Terms— Harmonics, high-frequency distortion,
measurement techniques, power quality, supraharmonics,
voltage distortion.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN electricity grids are undergoing rapid changes,

mainly in the way energy is produced, consumed, and

transported. Such evolution, along with several benefits, brings

new and unexpected challenges. Among them, the need for

ensuring a satisfactory quality of the power supplied has

been identified as a crucial requirement for future electricity

networks [1]. However, power quality can be compromised

by the increasing penetration of power electronic convert-

ers, largely employed to connect renewable energy sources
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and electric vehicles to the grid, and the improved energy

efficiency features of many new household devices (e.g., light-

ing equipment and induction cookers) [2]–[5].

One of the main concerns is the increasing presence of

voltage and current distortions in the frequency range from

2 to 150 kHz, also known as supraharmonic distortion.

Despite the relevance of this problem and the attention that

it is drawing in the research community, the electromagnetic

compatibility (EMC) coordination in this frequency range is

still incomplete, mainly due to the lack of a normative field

measurement method for compliance assessment of grid distur-

bance levels. The urgent need for a consistent standardization

framework in this frequency range to ensure a satisfactory

quality of power supply has already been highlighted [5],

and the standardization bodies (e.g., IEC SC77A/WG9) are

working in this direction.

This article presents a contribution to this effort by studying

the existing measurement methods, contrasting their similari-

ties and differences, and identifying strengths and weaknesses.

At present, the relevant standards specify only informa-

tive (nonnormative) field measurement methods for assess-

ment of grid compliance [6]–[8]. Comparisons between these

measurement methods have been performed and published,

discussing the differences in their characteristics, testing them

with simple synthetic signals, or comparing their perfor-

mance with recorded grid signals [9]–[12]. However, in recent

years, many efforts have been put into developing alternative

measurement methods. New advanced techniques have been

published aiming to increase accuracy or reduce computational

effort, therefore increasing the range of possibilities [13]–[17].

Thus, there is the need to extend the previous comparisons

to include these novel, specifically designed measurement

methods for emissions in the 2–150-kHz range.

Building on the framework introduced by the authors in the

proceedings article [18], this article presents the results of a

comprehensive comparison performed between the currently

existing measurement methods for 2–150-kHz emissions in

low-voltage (LV) networks. Differences between the methods

are highlighted, and their accuracy in identifying and measur-

ing emissions is assessed, setting the grounds for the specifica-

tion of a suitable new normative method. Moreover, this article

recognizes the need for advanced synthetic test signals that can

reliably reproduce the specificity of 2–150-kHz emissions as
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TABLE I

CENTER FREQUENCIES OF EACH CANDIDATE METHOD

close as possible to real measurements from the LV grid, with

controllable parameters and well-defined reference values. A

new set of test waveforms is, therefore, employed to improve

on the simple sine-wave-based test signals that have been used

in previous comparisons and to provide a more representative

testing framework.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Section II,

the methods considered in the comparison are introduced.

Section III presents the new framework of test signals, describ-

ing how the synthetic test signals are generated based on the

features of real signals measured in the grid, and Section IV

defines the metrics employed to assess the performance of

the tested methods. The results of the comparison are then

presented in Section V and discussed in Section VI. Finally,

Section VII concludes this article.

II. CANDIDATE METHODS FOR COMPARISON

In addition to the three candidate methods listed in infor-

mative Annex C of IEC 61000-4-30, four other methods

representative of recent proposals based on nonparametric

models are included in this study. The methods differ in

various aspects, including the principles used for frequency

decomposition, measurement times, and frequency resolution.

The third method described in IEC 61000-4-30 Annex C has

a frequency resolution of 2 kHz; however, a more granular

resolution of 200 Hz is emerging in line with the definition

of compatibility levels [19]. The output of all methods is the

amplitude values per frequency bin and time interval, which

are processed to compute the metrics described in Section IV.

The center frequencies associated with the frequency bins of

each method are listed in Table I. The rest of this section

briefly describes each method considered in the comparison.

A. IEC 61000-4-7

The IEC 61000-4-7 standard defines, in Annex B, an infor-

mative method for measuring distortion in the frequency range

2–9 kHz [6] based on a windowed discrete Fourier transform

(DFT). A nonoverlapping rectangular window is employed

over a measurement interval of 200 ms, i.e., approximately

10/12 power cycles (which is the interval prescribed for har-

monics up to 2 kHz for 50 Hz/60 Hz systems). The resulting

5-Hz spaced frequency bins are grouped into 740 final bins

each spanning 200 Hz.

B. IEC 61000-4-30

The informative method defined in IEC 61000-4-30

Annex C takes a DFT of 32 windows of length 0.5 ms per

10/12 cycle interval [7]. The gaps between the measurement

windows reduce computational cost; however, some emission

characteristics could be missed. Since the method has a

frequency step of 2 kHz, results are not directly comparable to

other methods with a 200-Hz step, but the method is included

in the comparison to demonstrate the effect of frequency

step on differences in emissions characterization and also to

provide a baseline for methods that improve IEC 61000-4-30

by compressive sensing, as described in Section II-E.

C. Digital CISPR 16

Annex C of IEC 61000-4-30 also considers the

CISPR 16 standard [8], which specifies instrument

characteristics of a measurement receiver for laboratory

appliance testing rather than a method for emissions

assessment in power networks and leaves room for different

digital implementations. A proposal for a compliant

implementation for power quality instruments has been made

in [20]. The method takes a DFT of overlapping 20-ms

windows with a Lanczos shape attenuated to −6 dB at

a bandwidth of 200 Hz. The resulting spectra consist of

frequency bins spaced 50 Hz apart. The resulting time series

of amplitudes for each frequency bin has a time step of

0.5 ms and can be either aggregated or postprocessed by

CISPR 16 detectors; the quasi-peak detector is of interest

in this study due to its relevance in the definition of

compatibility levels in the 9–150-kHz range. The quasi-peak

is the maximum of a weighted signal envelope obtained by

processing the time series of amplitude values with a cascade

of digital filters [21].

D. Subsampling Approach

By the Shannon–Nyquist theorem, a sampling rate of at

least 300 kHz is required to measure emissions up to 150 kHz.

The subsampling approach has been proposed to enable the

use of existing power quality instruments limited to lower

sampling rates [13]. An analog filter bank decomposes the

input signal into ten bandwidths of 15 kHz, which requires a

minimum sampling rate of only 30 kHz. The ten bandlimited,

subsampled signals are processed by calculating the DFT of

consecutive rectangular 5-ms windows with a correction of the

baseband frequencies to reflect the original components of the

respective bands.

E. Compressive Sensing

The underlying assumption of compressive sensing is the

sparsity of emissions in the frequency domain, meaning that

they are well described by a small subset of the 740 frequency

bins from 2 to 150 kHz. This subset of components is

estimated from 2-kHz bins, and the remaining components are

assumed to be zero. A key advantage of compressive sensing

is the possibility to decrease the frequency step from 2 kHz

to 200 Hz while maintaining a window length of 0.5 ms.

1) OMP Compressive Sensing: A method that uses orthog-

onal matching pursuit (OMP) as a compressive sensing

algorithm has been proposed [14]. The method first processes

the input signal with a DFT of consecutive rectangular 0.5-ms
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windows to obtain 2-kHz bins. The compressive sensing is

based on a multiple measurement vector model to reduce

computation time, whereby a sparse estimation is computed

simultaneously for a 200-ms block of 400 spectra. For all

400 spectra, the same number of 200-Hz frequency bins is

estimated, i.e., the same sparsity is assumed, and it must be

estimated in advance.

2) Bayesian Compressive Sensing: In the same way as OMP

compressive sensing, this method has no gaps between 0.5-ms

measurement windows and also uses a multiple measurement

vector model but aims to improve accuracy over OMP by

employing sparse Bayesian learning, which determines the

joint sparsity automatically [15]. The parameters of the like-

lihood function and convergence threshold of the iterative

algorithm have been set as specified in [15].

F. Wavelet Approach

An alternative to a DFT-based method is wavelet packet

decomposition (WPD) of the digitized signal [16]. The WPD

recursively filters and downsamples the input signal until a

bandwidth of 200 Hz is achieved across the spectrum from

2 to 150 kHz. The filters are as flat as possible, designed to

capture 100% of the energy of the frequencies in each bin. The

result is a critically sampled signal for each frequency bin, and

the amplitude value per measurement interval is calculated

by taking the root-mean-square (rms) of the samples. The

measurement interval is a rectangular window with a length

of ten cycles synchronized to the power system frequency.

III. DESCRIPTION OF TEST SIGNALS

A. Generation of Synthetic Signals

A pivotal role in comparing measurement methods is played

by the test signals employed in the analysis. Some previous

studies were based on simple single-frequency tones of con-

stant or variable amplitude [10], [12], which is appropriate for

assessing the amplitude accuracy of specific frequencies in lab-

oratory conditions, but far from being a faithful representation

of the distortion that can be found in power networks. More

complex signals, including representative grid recordings, have

been utilized [9], [12], but these cannot be used to calculate

the accuracy of the methods since their true frequency content

is unknown.

This article aims at a deeper and wider analysis, employing

specifically designed test signals with theoretical amplitude

reference values that are representative of the frequency con-

tent of the grid. For this purpose, a set of synthesized test sig-

nals has been developed, where center frequency, bandwidth,

and amplitude of emissions can be adjusted to be similar to

grid recordings. The test signals are defined in terms of power

spectral density (PSD), from which the reference levels for

spectral amplitudes can be calculated according to the required

bandwidth. In this way, the following features of the candi-

date methods can be studied: amplitude accuracy for signals

of different bandwidth (from single-frequency to broadband

signals), frequency resolution (both frequency accuracy and

discrimination of signals close in frequency), and the impact

of method basis (DFT-based, wavelet approach, subsampling,

or compressive sensing). The development of these complex

and configurable signals is based on the identification and

characterization of the types of emission in the LV grid [4],

[22], which are summarized in the following, where the

bandwidth is abbreviated as BW.

1) Narrowband nonintentional emissions (NIEs):

High-amplitude NIEs at discrete frequencies, in the

form of tonal and harmonics of tonal emissions

(BW−3 dB < 1 kHz), frequently caused by inverters and

power electronic converters with switching frequencies

operating in the range of tens of kHz [4], [23].

Although the average amplitude is quite stable over

time, periodical variations of tens of milliseconds are

sometimes observed [4].

2) Broadband NIEs: Similar characteristics to narrowband

NIEs, but with BW−3 dB > 1 kHz.

3) Power line communication (PLC): Nonperiodical short

transmissions, based on orthogonal frequency-division

multiplexing (OFDM)-modulated bursts in

CENELEC-A band [24].

4) Colored Noise: Noise of variable amplitude, present

in the entire spectrum, generated by different types

of motors and electronic devices, usually of higher

amplitude at low frequencies [25].

The OFDM-modulated PLC transmissions are created as

a combination of sinc functions generated by polar cod-

ing. To achieve this, each subcarrier of the OFDM mod-

ulation that composes the PLC transmissions is generated

following the standard of a commonly used PLC technology

(PRIME v1.3.6 [24]). The reference values are calculated

by adding the reference values of each subcarrier. Finally,

the OFDM signal is bandpass filtered to remove the side lobes

generated by the grouping of all the subcarriers. The rest of the

synthetic emissions is generated by additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) and subsequent bandpass filtering.

B. Test Signals for the Comparative Analysis

In order to select a test signal with emissions that are

representative of the different types described in Section III-A,

several measurement recordings from the LV grid have been

considered [4], [22]. Test signal A, shown in Figs. 1 and 2,

was selected because it contains not only narrowband but

also broadband NIEs, PLC transmissions, and colored noise,

which are all commonly found in LV networks. Test signal A

was measured in an access point of the LV distribution grid

in an urban environment, with a smart metering system in

operation in CENELEC-A band. The measurement system was

composed of a voltage probe that provides galvanic isolation

and protection against transient overvoltages, an oscilloscope

for high-resolution sampling (16-bit, 8.92-MHz sampling rate)

and a laptop to configure, automatize, and record the measure-

ments [4]. The measurement was recorded with a bandpass

filter to remove frequencies outside the range 2–150 kHz.

The details of the uncertainty of the measurement system are

described in [4] and [26].
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Fig. 1. Spectrogram of the measured grid signal (test signal A).

Fig. 2. Spectral amplitude for the measured grid signal (test signal A), after
applying the IEC 61000-4-7 method, where broadband NIE and PLC bursts are
marked. All the nonmarked high-amplitude emissions are narrowband NIEs.

Test signal B is a simple synthesized signal, composed

of a single frequency tone of constant amplitude, which is

commonly used for calibration.

Test signal C has been generated using AWGN and band-

pass filtering to synthesize grid narrowband NIEs at different

distances in frequency in order to evaluate challenges related

to frequency resolution and identification of close narrowband

emissions. The first set of emissions is in the range 33–36 kHz

with distances from 300 to 400 Hz; the second set of emissions

is in the range 39–46 kHz with distances from 1.2 to 1.4 kHz.

The amplitude values are shown in Fig. 3.

Test signal D is a synthesized grid signal generated using

AWGN and sinc functions, as described in Section III-A; the

amplitude values are shown in Fig. 4. The parameters of the

frequency content were based on test signal A to create a signal

that is approximately representative of grid emissions, but it

must be noted that an exact replication of the grid signal is

not possible since there are no known values for amplitudes,

frequencies, bandwidth, and duration. The test signal contains

narrowband NIEs of different bandwidth, PLC transmissions

(the OFDM bursts were estimated in time, duration, and

amplitude and then developed according to PRIME standard),

and colored noise of amplitude decreasing with frequency.

Moreover, variation over time in narrowband NIEs is modeled

as a peak-to-peak amplitude deviation of 90%.

The fundamental component and the frequencies below

2 kHz and above 150 kHz can influence the accuracy

Fig. 3. Synthesized signal with several narrowband emissions (test signal C)
and reference level in dBµV for a unit bandwidth (1 Hz).

Fig. 4. Synthesized signal based on the grid recording (test signal D) and
reference level in dBµV for a unit bandwidth (1 Hz).

of methods. Most of these frequencies are normally removed

by filtering techniques before the methods considered in the

study are applied. If the power frequency deviates significantly

from 50 Hz, its leakage might occur even at frequencies above

2 kHz and cannot be removed by a high-pass filter. However,

under normal operating conditions in interconnected networks,

this leakage does not have a significant impact on measurement

results. Therefore, the abovementioned synthetic test signals

only include frequency components from 2 to 150 kHz.

IV. METRICS FOR ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF METHODS

A. Reference Values

In this study, candidate methods are compared against

reference levels that reflect the thermal impact of emissions

over a given bandwidth. Let G(x) be reference values for a

unit bandwidth (1 Hz) as a function of frequency x for a given

synthetic signal, and then, the amplitude reference value R f

at frequency f for a bandwidth β is calculated as

R f =

√

√

√

√

f +β/2
∑

x= f −β/2+1

G(x)2. (1)

By this definition, R f represents 100% of the signal power in

the frequency range [ f −β/2 + 1, f +β/2], corresponding to

a flat frequency response over the bandwidth β. All reference

values in this study have been calculated using β = 200 Hz

in line with the bandwidth of compatibility levels.

B. Amplitude and Frequency

Each method results in amplitudes for frequency compo-

nents in the range 2–150 kHz reported at regular time intervals.

Let variable Ub,i be the amplitude value reported for frequency
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Fig. 5. Spectral amplitude results for the measured grid signal (test signal A). Results have been divided between two figures for visual clarity; values for
IEC 61000-4-7 have been included in both figures to enable comparison. (a) Results for the IEC 61000-4-7 method, wavelet approach, and Digital CISPR 16
method. (b) Results for the IEC 61000-4-7 method, subsampling approach, IEC 61000-4-30 method, and compressive sensing methods.

bin b and time interval i . As a representative quantity over

the duration of a test signal, the amplitude values Ub,i of each

frequency bin are aggregated over the number of time intervals

N into rms values Ub.

The measurement accuracy for narrowband emissions is

assessed by calculating the error in amplitude and frequency

of the aggregated rms values identified by each method for

characteristic emissions defined in the synthetic signals with

known reference values. Let variable UP be the reference value

for the peak amplitude of a given characteristic narrowband

emission and fP the respective frequency value; similarly, let

Ub,P be the peak amplitude result identified by a given method

and fb,P the frequency of the respective bin. Then, the error

in frequency E f,P is defined as

E f,P = fb,P − fP (2)

and the percentage error in peak amplitude EU,P is defined as

EU,P = (Ub,P/UP − 1) ∗ 100. (3)

If the magnitude of E f,P does not exceed 50% of the frequency

step of a method, then the correct frequency bin has been

identified for the peak emission.

C. Integral Value

Integral values are a useful additional measurement quantity

for assessing the total power of emissions over a frequency

range. Given M adjacent frequency bins with center frequen-

cies fm , m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M , the integral value T f1, fM
is

calculated as [12]

T f1, fM
=

√

√

√

√

M
∑

m=1

U fm

2 (4)

where U fm
is the rms amplitude result for the frequency bin

centered at fm . Let τ f1, fM
be the integral value calculated from

the reference level R f of a synthetic test signal, calculated as

τ f1, fM
=

√

√

√

√

M
∑

m=1

R fm

2. (5)

Then, the percentage error in the integral value is

ET = (T f1, fM
/τ f1, fM

− 1) ∗ 100. (6)

For the CISPR 16 method, the calculation of integral values

according to (4) is not suitable without additional compensa-

tion for the difference in effective bandwidth relative to the

reference level. The method for this compensation is still an

ongoing research topic, and no general definition exists; there-

fore, no integral values are reported for the CISPR 16 method

in this article.

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The four test signals introduced in Section III have been

processed by the methods in Section II to obtain the met-

rics defined in the previous section. This section provides a

quantitative and qualitative analysis of the results in order

to compare the methods with respect to different types of

characteristic emissions. First, the range of results between

methods for the real signal measured in the LV grid is

considered; thereafter, the accuracy of the methods is assessed

using the three synthetically generated signals with known

reference values. It must be noted that the reported errors

in digital CISPR 16 rms values and IEC 61000-4-30 rms

amplitudes arise by necessity from the difference in band-

width definitions to the reference level, rather than intrinsic

deficiencies of the algorithms. Since quasi-peak values are a

different measurement quantity, error values with respect to

rms reference levels are not a useful metric and are, thus, not

included in the tables in this section. However, to illustrate the

difference compared with rms amplitudes, quasi-peak values

have been included in graphical results. The plotted results of

the methods for a single signal have been divided between two

figures for visual clarity. The values for the error in frequency

of peak amplitudes are only reported if they exceed 50% the

frequency step of the method, i.e., greater than 25 Hz for

digital CISPR 16, 1 kHz for IEC 61000-4-30, and 100 Hz for

other methods.

A. Results for the Measured Grid Signal—Test Signal A

Fig. 5 shows the plots of the rms amplitude values for the

measured grid signal for all methods, as well as quasi-peak

values calculated using the digital CISPR 16 method. It can

be seen in Fig. 5(a) that the plots of rms results overlap

for the IEC 61000-4-7 method, wavelet approach, and digi-

tal CISPR 16, while the quasi-peak values are consistently
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TABLE II

RESULTS FOR PEAK NARROWBAND EMISSIONS AND INTEGRAL VALUES FOR THE MEASURED GRID SIGNAL (TEST SIGNAL A)

higher. Eight peaks of narrowband emission can be clearly

distinguished from a decreasing noise level and broadband

emission in the PLC region from 40 to 90 kHz. The plots

in Fig. 5(b) show a broader range of emission levels and shapes

of the amplitude spectrum. Results from the IEC 61000-4-30

method are consistently higher, and the peaks are less distinct

from noise as each 2-kHz bin reports the root sum square of

ten 200-Hz bins. The subsampling approach results in similar

values as the methods in Fig. 5(a), with some additional peaks

above 108 kHz. The Bayesian compressive sensing gives a

very sparse signal representation, particularly above 90 kHz.

Around 80 kHz, it can be seen that, for some frequency com-

ponents, compressive sensing was not effective in decreasing

frequency step from 2 kHz to 200 Hz, as the amplitude values

coincide with the levels of the IEC 61000-4-30 method.

Table II lists the results for peak amplitude and frequency

values identified by the different methods for six of the

characteristic narrowband emissions. It can be observed that

there is strong agreement in the frequency value of the first

two peaks, with a range of only 200 Hz, while there is more

discrepancy in the frequency values of other peaks, mainly

due to the IEC 61000-4-30 and compressive sensing methods.

The difference in peak amplitude values between methods

ranges from 3.3 to 10.5 µV, corresponding to a difference of

approximately 40%–300% between the reported peak values.

The variation in the calculated integral values is lower with

2.6 dBµV for the PLC region and 1.4 dBµV for the total

signal power over 2–150 kHz.

Since there is no reference value for the recorded grid signal,

no conclusions can be made about the absolute accuracy of the

methods. In order to investigate the source of the relative dif-

ferences in results between methods, the accuracy is assessed

in the following sections using synthetically generated signals

with known frequency content.

B. Single-Frequency Sine Wave—Test Signal B

The accuracy for the calibration case can be validated by

testing the methods with single-frequency sine wave signals

of constant amplitude. The frequencies have been selected

such that, for each method, there is a case where the signal

frequency coincides with a center frequency and a case where

the signal frequency is halfway between center frequencies.

The reason for the latter case is to demonstrate the variation

in frequency response due to the splitting of energy between

adjacent bins. For the IEC 61000-4-7 method, this effect is

tested by setting the relevant frequency halfway between 5-Hz

bins, i.e., 20.0025 kHz.

The results in Table III show the errors in peak ampli-

tude of up to −50%, which occurs for signal frequencies

halfway between center frequencies. The error in integral

values remains below 1% for the IEC 61000-4-7 method,

wavelet approach, subsampling approach, IEC 61000-4-30,

and OMP compressive sensing. The absolute amplitude error

for the digital CISPR 16 method reaches only 0.6% because

of the overlapping response of the frequency bins. The results

for the 21-kHz sine wave demonstrate the capability of the

Bayesian and OMP compressive sensing methods to decrease

the frequency step by reducing error in amplitude compared

with the IEC 61000-4-30 method.

Single-frequency sine wave signals provide some insight

into the accuracy of the methods, but they are artificial cases,

which would rarely be encountered during grid measurement.

C. Several Narrowband Emissions–Test Signal C

The second synthetic signal tests the response of the

methods to emissions with nonzero bandwidth as opposed to

discrete single-frequency tones. The identification of the shape

of the spectrum is relevant for the characterization of the type

and source of emissions, while the priority for compliance

assessment is to identify the worst emissions, corresponding

to the highest emission level. Fig. 6 shows the plots of the

amplitude results, including the indications of the highest peak

in both frequency ranges. Errors in frequency and amplitude of

the highest peak in each frequency range are given in Table IV

to assess how well the worst emissions are identified.

Considering the set of emissions with narrow spacing

in the range 33–36 kHz, Fig. 6(a) shows that the digital

CISPR 16 method traces the spectral shape of the reference

level most accurately due to its smaller frequency step, indi-

cating four spectral peaks. For the more widely separated

emissions in the range 39–46 kHz, all methods in Fig. 6(c)
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TABLE III

ERRORS IN RESULTS FOR SINGLE-FREQUENCY SINE WAVES (TEST SIGNAL B)

Fig. 6. Spectral amplitude results for the synthetic signal with several narrowband emissions (test signal B). Results have been divided between four figures
for visual clarity. (a) Results in the frequency range 33.4–35.4 kHz for the IEC 61000-4-7 method, wavelet approach, and Digital CISPR 16 method. (b) Results
in the frequency range 33.4–35.4 kHz for the subsampling approach, IEC 61000-4-30 method, and compressive sensing methods. (c) Results in the frequency
range 39–45.5 kHz for the IEC 61000-4-7 method, wavelet approach, and Digital CISPR 16 method. (d) Results in the frequency range 39–45.5 kHz for the
subsampling approach, IEC 61000-4-30 method, and compressive sensing methods.

TABLE IV

ERRORS IN RESULTS FOR NARROWBAND EMISSIONS (TEST SIGNAL C)

and the subsampling approach in Fig. 6(d) match the four

spectral peaks of the reference spectrum.

Table IV shows that IEC 61000-4-7, wavelet approach,

and digital CISPR 16 method are within 10% of the peak

reference values, while the subsampling approach has greater

deviations. The IEC 61000-4-30 and compressive sensing

methods have deviations within 10% only for one peak value.

Fig. 6(b) and (d) shows that the IEC 61000-4-30 method

does not resolve the emissions, while the compressive sensing

methods result in spectra with different shapes from the

reference level in terms of number, width, and location of

identified emissions.

D. Synthetic Grid Signal—Test Signal D

The results for synthetic test signals B and C have revealed

various emission characteristics that cause the accuracy of the

methods to deviate from the calibration scenario. Test signal D

has been designed to assess the performance of the methods

in a grid measurement scenario.

Fig. 7 shows the plots of the spectral amplitude results for

the synthetic grid signal. Similar to the results of the grid

recording in Fig. 5, it can be observed that the amplitude

spectra of the IEC 61000-4-7 method and wavelet approach

overlap, with the digital CISPR 16 rms values slightly lower

and quasi-peak values higher. Further similarities to measured

signal results are the sparsity of the Bayesian compressive

sensing above 90 kHz and the amplitude values for the

compressive sensing methods that have not been resolved
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Fig. 7. Spectral amplitude results for the synthetic grid signal (test signal D). Results have been divided between two figures for visual clarity.

TABLE V

ERRORS IN RESULTS FOR THE SYNTHETIC GRID SIGNAL (TEST SIGNAL D)

effectively to the 200-Hz level. However, the use of a synthetic

signal has the advantage of known reference levels, which

means that reliable conclusions about the accuracy of the

results can be drawn.

It can be seen clearly that the compressive sensing meth-

ods trace the reference spectrum less closely. The amplitude

spectrum given by the subsampling approach matches the

reference level well although, above 108 kHz, some additional

narrowband emissions can be observed.

Table V gives errors in frequency and amplitude values

identified for the highest peak narrowband emissions, as well

as errors in integral values for the PLC range and over

2–150 kHz. The error values confirm that the IEC 61000-4-7

method and the wavelet approach are closest to the reference

level for all but one of the peak amplitude values, and the

frequency values are accurate to within the 200-Hz step

between center frequencies. The subsampling method gives

the results between 3.9% and 19% below the reference peak

amplitudes but the smallest deviation of 0.6% from the integral

value over the whole frequency range. The performance of the

compressive sensing methods is mixed. For some narrowband

emissions, the methods successfully decrease the frequency

step from 2 kHz to 200 Hz, thereby reducing the error in

amplitude (e.g., EU,P2, EU,P5, and EU,P6) compared with the

IEC 61000-4-30 results. However, this performance is not

consistent; for some peaks, the amplitude error is, in fact,

increased. All methods give integral values of this synthetic

grid signal within 10% of the reference values.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Accuracy of Methods

In the previous section, results of the application of dif-

ferent measurement methods proposed for grid emission

measurements in the range 2–150 kHz have been analyzed.

The motivation for the analysis was to investigate the existence

and extent of differences between results and to make an

overall accuracy assessment.

For the tested signals and features, the IEC 61000-4-7

method and the wavelet approach have demonstrated the

highest accuracy for peak amplitude values of narrowband

emissions, as well as integral values. Depending on the

required tolerance for reproducibility, the results of these two

methods could be considered equivalent.

The digital CISPR 16 method gave lower rms amplitude

values, which can be expected because the frequency response

of each bin is attenuated to −6 dB at a bandwidth of 200 Hz,

while the reference level defined in this study is based on flat

frequency response. Due to a frequency step of 50 Hz, the fre-

quency of some peak narrowband emissions and the shape of

the amplitude spectrum were identified more accurately than

other methods. The method provides also quasi-peak values,

which may be used for direct comparability with laboratory

emission measurements of appliances and compatibility levels.

By definition, the quasi-peak values are equal to rms values

for constant signals, such as test signal B in this study.

However, for time-varying emissions, the quasi-peak does not

reflect signal power. The quasi-peak values are driven by the

maximum emissions level and can, therefore, be significantly

higher than rms values.

For the subsampling approach, deviations from the refer-

ence levels have fluctuated, mostly exceeding those of the

IEC 61000-4-7 method and wavelet approach, but in some

instances being lower than for CISPR 16 rms values. The

overall accuracy of the subsampling approach is influenced

by the attenuation of the analog filters, and the results have

shown that some high-amplitude narrowband emissions at
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lower frequencies can appear as images in the higher frequency

bands with amplitude levels similar to the actual emissions.

The IEC 61000-4-30 method has higher amplitude values

relative to reference levels defined for a 200-Hz bandwidth,

which is expected for a method with 2-kHz bins, but integral

values have been accurate to within 5%. In this comparison,

two other methods have been included, which are designed

to decrease the frequency step from 2 kHz to 200 Hz,

while maintaining a short measurement interval of 0.5 ms.

In some instances, these methods have reduced errors in

the frequency and amplitude of peak narrowband emissions;

however, the improvement in accuracy was not consistently

achieved.

B. Toward a Normative Method

To limit the scope of this study, the focus has been on

comparing the accuracy of aggregated rms results of different

proposed methods. A further aspect to investigate is the

capability of the methods to accurately identify and represent

time variation of emissions. While rms values can provide an

indication of additional thermal stress caused by emissions,

duration and rate of occurrence may be needed to characterize

other interference phenomena [27].

The primary consideration in the design of a measurement

method for 2–150-kHz emissions should be to meet the

requirements of the relevant normative standard, which are

due to be specified in the next edition of IEC 61000-4-

30 Annex C. The normative specification is expected to set

requirements for bandwidth (likely 200 Hz), measurement

time, accuracy, output quantities, such as rms or quasi-peak

values, and aggregation over time and frequency. Compliance

of any designed method with the normative specifications will

ensure comparability and reproducibility between instruments

from different manufacturers.

Furthermore, the computational resources needed by a

method must be assessed to determine if the real-time imple-

mentation is possible on a typical power quality instrument

and the extent of additional manufacturing costs. A compre-

hensive assessment must take into account the total number

of elementary operations, memory requirements, the scope for

parallel processing, and hardware suitability.

The development of a normative method specification is

still in progress, and it is a complex task since competing

for desirable requirements, including accuracy in frequency,

amplitude and integral values, time and frequency resolu-

tions, comparability to compatibility levels, ease, and cost of

implementation must be balanced. The authors believe that no

single method can fulfill all requirements optimally; therefore,

compromises must be made, or the normative specification

could include more than one method for different measurement

objectives.

VII. CONCLUSION

This article presents a comparative analysis of the accuracy

of a range of measurement methods for LV grid emissions in

the range 2–150 kHz. In contrast to previous comparisons,

new methods based on alternative concepts not currently

considered by standards relevant to this frequency range have

been included. Significant differences in results were identified

using a real grid measurement, and the accuracy of each

method was assessed using synthetic signals with known

frequency content, including a grid emulation containing sev-

eral typical emissions. It was shown that a method based

on wavelet decomposition can achieve the same level of

accuracy as the method for 2–9 kHz in informative Annex B

of IEC 61000-4-7. The potential of compressive sensing for

increased frequency resolution without loss of time resolution

was demonstrated, but such methods require further develop-

ment to ensure consistent levels of accuracy for different types

of emission.

This article contributes to the evaluation of different candi-

date methods to provide a knowledge base for the definition

of a normative grid measurement method for 2–150-kHz

emissions, which is one of the missing elements to ensure

coordination of EMC in resilient future power networks with

a high penetration of communication technologies and power

electronic devices.
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